
 
 
 
November 10, 2021     Re:  Type np Buffer Potential Rulemaking 
 
Washington State Forest Practice Board       
P.O. Box 47012  
Olympia, WA  98504-7012            
 
Chairwoman Smith and members of the Forest Practices Board: 
 
My name is Ken Miller, co-representing SFLOs and Washington Farm Forestry Association 
along with Steve Barnowe-Meyer on the TFW Policy Committee.  Without the deep dive into the 
details as my peers at TFW Policy are doing, I’ve struggled to understand whether this is a 
substantive issue, or simply a “gotcha” from our pre Forest and Fish days?   Here’s my more 
simple take-a-ways to this point: 

1. There was a good science study about salamanders adjacent to our non-fish perennial 
waters that incidentally also captured some water temperature data. 
 

2. There were some abnormal weather effects on the temperature results, along with issues 
about number of sites & the type of sites needed to make competent inferences about 
cause and effect regarding temperature responses to adjacent harvests. 
 

3. Despite inference/causation issues it appears there was at least a short term increase in 
temperature on some/most(?) of the sites – certainly a yellow flag, but also clearly not a 
red flag!  
 

4. Our AMP processes require thorough evaluation of potential impacts (all 4 legs of the 
Forests & Fish agreement!!) before the Board considers rule or guidance changes.  This 
methodical process intends to preclude rushes to judgement by whoever might have the 
power at the moment.  SFLOs struggling for 22 years to achieve legislative commitments 
understand the frustration & impatience of such arduous processes – but that’s part of 
the deal we also made in 1999. 
 

5. It does feel like there is a rush to judgement on these early water temperature results – 
feelings that further fuel the distrust in my community about whether the issue is about 
functionality, or as most of our folks believe (right or wrongly) it’s really about taking more 
of our tree’s?  Trust in government, particularly in rural communities is extremely low – 
rushing to a rule change before folks can see a tangible RMZ functioning problem isn’t 
good public policy – to the detriment of all of us that believe in the clunky AMP process. 
 

6. Regardless of how this particular agenda item plays out I believe it’s worth noting the 
very positive steps that landowners have already taken to ensure/try to improve on the 
functional effectiveness of our non-fish perennial waters: 
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a. Industry has been working towards “smart” buffers that increase effective shade – 
albeit facing huge headwinds of mistrust within AMP. 

b. Even before industry’s “smart” buffers effort, the SFLOs/WFFA should be 
applauded for a similar effort at increasing Np water shading – with our full length 
Np buffering strategy/template proposal in 2015 – that is similarly facing huge 
headwinds despite several science reviews confirming a “net gain” in functionality, 
including shade! 

c. Other strategies for increasing effective shade are currently being considered in 
the AMP with the help of significant expertise; and more science results about 
potential recovery rates are rightly in the works to try to better characterize the 
extent of the problem on these particular sites/harvest units.  

d. Are these proposals what the State Auditor envisioned when suggesting a “net 
gain” goal – or is it really just about taking more tree’s as our folks believe – folks 
that do care about all water on the lands in their care! 
  

7. Most folks don’t realize that over 50% of our states 22 million acres of forestland are 
already locked up tight against any form of forest management, other than what Mother 
Nature chooses to periodically inflict.  Thanks in large part to Commissioner Franz, the 
public seems to be awakening to the need for healthy forests, not just locked up 
forestland.  Managing buffers for desired future outcomes & moving tree’s around for 
maximum net effectiveness seems the smarter play, that doesn’t further erode 
landowner’s willingness to continue providing so many free public benefits. 

Please go slow; honor the process intended to be slow & methodical (frustrating to all!); don’t let 
yourself get locked into a particular outcome or timeline that effectively takes us back to the pre-
Forests and Fish forest wars that are lose-lose for all.  Intellectually we all know it’s in our 
collective best interest to make love, not war.   

Sincerely, 

 
Ken Miller 
Washington Farm Forestry Association 
360-999-8595 


